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There are lots of reasons to be thankful this time of year. Maybe you’re feeling thankful because your family is taking time off from work to

travel to visit you. Maybe you feel thankful that Mother Nature hasn’t brought any snow down yet. Whatever your reason, the holiday spirit is in

the air and just about everyone we know is glowing from thankfulness. Gratitude is one of the most beautiful emotions a person can experience,

and all of us here at KINDERMA are so thankful that you are a part of our KIND community.

We get emails all the time from people just like you who have visited our site, saw our products, and tried them out. Every testimonial we

receive is a thankful one. We receive thanks for providing relief, thanks for listening and caring, and thanks for working hard to formulate the

best skin care products that we can. Now it’s our turn to say thank you.

Thank you, KIND community for always reaching out and turning to us.

Thank you, KIND community for supporting a small, local, made-in-America business and choosing us over a name brand you might see in the

drug store.

Thank you, KIND community for sharing your DERMA RESCUE with friends and family. Without your help in spreading the word, we would

not be able to reach and help so many people who suffer from skin af�ictions.

Thank you, KIND community for sharing with us your stories of struggle and recovery. We know just how personal those stories can be, and

it means a lot to us to hear your individual and collective experiences with our products.

We can’t thank you enough. KINDERMA has only been around for seven years now, which is a day in comparison to some of the bigger skincare

corporations out there. We started out with the saying, be KIND to your skin, because we were dreaming up products that would be gentle and

provide natural assistance to your body’s ability to care for it’s self. Today we have several products and hundreds of customers that turn to us

for those products for just that reason. We are KIND to skin, and we are THANKFUL that you have chosen to join us on this mission of kindness.

This Thanksgiving, choose kindness when preparing for your holiday dinner. A bottle of Hand Kind REVO (https://kinderma.com/hand-kind-

revo/) next to the sink will wash your hands of gravy and pie, while also softening and moisturizing your skin. Your house guests will thank you,

and so will your skin. Hand Kind REVO is the sister product to our super popular Hand Kind SCRUB, (https://kinderma.com/hand-kind-scrub/)

and when used daily in replacement of an ordinary hand soap, REVO can reverse the effects of drying chemicals like hand sanitizer. We know

everyone is using sanitizer this time of year to avoid spreading colds, so getting a bottle of REVO next to your sink is something we know you’ll

be thankful for. Give yourself an early Christmas gift with a bottle of Hand Kind REVO and send us your thoughts. And again, thank you.
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Wishing you a very happy
Thanksgiving, from all of us here at
KINDERMA. 
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